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SECRET RADIO COMMUNICATION ‘ 

Russell H. Varian, Wantagh, N. Y., ’ assignor' to 
The Sperry Corporation, a corporation of, Dela 
ware 

Application January 22, 1943, Serial No. 473,266 0 

(01. 250—6) 7 5 Claims. 

My invention relates to systems of communi 
cation, apparatus therefor and methods of com 
munication, and concerns particularly systems 
of radio communication. ' 

An object of my invention is to provide secrecy 
in communication, with methods and apparatus 
for enabling only authorized listeners to receive 
either telephone or telegraphic communications. 
A further object is to provide a secret system 

in which authorized listeners may receive di 
rectly and without loss of time for decoding. 
In radio communication, the reception of sig 

nals by unauthorized or undesired listeners may 
be made di?lcult by transmitting the communi 
cations in as narrow a band of radio frequencies 
as possible in order to make it dif?-cult for the 
undesired listeners to ?nd the proper band on 
which to listen. In a case of radio telephone 
communication, for example, the band width 
may be reduced to 3000 cycles or less, although 
excessive compression of the band .interferes with 
the quality of the reception and increases the 
di?iculty encountered by authorized listeners in 
obtaining intelligible signals. 
Furthermore, the di?iculty of undesired lis 

teners in receiving the signals may be increased 
by causing the signal level to rise relatively little 
above the noise level at the point of reception. In 
this case, however, the noise level is relatively 
?xed at various points of reception and unau 
thorized listeners close to the point of transmis 
sion will receive signals well above the noise level 
of their receivers. Thus merely holding the sig 
nal level down to a point slightly above the noise 
level at the desired 
ineffective in eliminating reception by undesired 
listeners at other points which are closer or more 
advantageously located, so that at such points 
the signal level is substantially higher than the 
noise level. . 

Compression of the signal to a narrow fre 
quency band and holding the signal level down to 
the minimum necessary for reception by author 
ized listeners tend to make the discovery of 
signals by undesired listeners more di?icult but 
do not prevent satisfactory reception of such 
signals after they have been found and may not 
prevent the discovery of such signals by skillful 
operators. 

7 It is accordingly an object of my invention to 
provide methods and apparatus for both pre 
venting the discovery of signals and preventing 
the reception of signals by'undesired listeners 
regardless of the skill ofv the receiving operators 

point of reception would be ' 
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or the perfection of the receiving equipment with 
which they are provided. 
In carrying out my invention in its preferred 

form, in order to make it equally di?icult for an 
undesired listener to ?nd the signal in either an 
advantageous or disadvantageous location, I pro 
vide means for transmitting interference or noise 
together with the genuine signal so that the ratio 
of signal level to noise level will be substantially 
the same throughout the area within which un 
desired listeners may attempt to pick up signals. 
-In order to increase further the di?iculty of un 
desired listeners in ?nding the signal, I utilize a 
system of transmission in which the trans 
_mission of genuine signals is relatively narrow 
_or sharp and the transmission of interference, 
noise or spurious signals is relatively broad. I 
may resort to difference in breadth of trans 
mission of the genuine signals and the inter 
ference in one or more of several different re 
spects, such as with respect to space, frequency 
or time, for example. Thus I may use a highly 
directive radiator for transmitting the genuine 
signals over a very narrow angle of azimuth and 
simultaneously use a broader angle radiator for 
transmitting spurious signals or interference over 
a very wide angle so that at very nearly every 
point except at points in the line of the author 
ized receiver, the interference level will be as 
high as or considerably higher than the genuine 
signal level. 
With respect to frequency, I may transmit the 

genuine‘ signal from a very sharply tuned trans 
mitting system, or I may con?ne the genuine 
signal to a very narrow band of frequencies; 
whereas the interference signals are transmitted 
over a very wide band, so that an unauthorized 
listener resorting to a wide band receiver to ?nd 
the signal would encounter high noise levels and 
will hear only interference at every setting of 
his receiver. 
For instance, if a channel 3,000 cycles wide is 

reserved for the signal, and the noise level is such 
that a wider band receiver cannot be used, and 
the signal is anywhere between 3><109 and 
6><109 cycles, (5-10 cm. wave length) the un-, 
authorized listener would have to search through 
107 reception bands. If the searcher spent only 
one-tenth second per band, it would take days to 
make the search. 
Of course it would take a great deal of power 

to spread noise over such a band width. Hence, 
in practice, an operator would not go to such 
extremes, but would change the transmission 
frequency at frequent intervals according to a 
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so that the search time would 
longer than the time spent on one 

pro-arranged plan 
be much 
frequency. 
Furthermore, with respect to distribution of 

signals in time, I may utilize a pulse transmitter 
in combination with a receiver which is sensitive 
only during the intervals corresponding .to the 
pulses of the transmitter for the transmission of 
genuine signals. Simultaneously, I may transmit 

over much interference either continuously or 
longer pulses 

intervals as the authorized receiver will have its 
reception blanketed by the interference. 
A better understanding of my invention will be 

afforded by the following detailed description 
considered in connection with the 
drawings and those features of my invention 
which are believed to _.be novel and patentable 
will be pointed out in the claims appended 
hereto. 

In the drawings, ' ' > 7 

Fig. '1 is a schematic diagram ‘or block diagram 
of apparatus ‘forming one e bodiment of my in 

'vention. 
Fig. 1A is a vschematic diagram of an antenna 

‘array which ‘may “be used for the ‘apparatus of 
Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2 is ‘a radiation 'pattern of a transmitter 
which may be used in connection with a modi?ed 
‘embodiment of my ‘invention. ' 

vFig. 2A is a schematic‘diagramof an antenna 
‘array which ‘may be used ‘to vobtain the pattern 
of Fig. 2. . 

Fig. 3 'is a graph explanatory'o'f the principle 
‘of operation of my ‘invention in connection ‘with 
the con?nement ‘of genuine signals ‘to narrow 
time bands and the ‘transmission ‘of interference 
continuously or over wide-‘time bands. 

‘Fig. 4'is a schematic diagram of -a transmitter 
forming another embodiment-of my invention. 

‘Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of a receiver 
adapted ‘for use with the apparatus "of Fig. 4 and 
forming therewith "a system-constituting anem 
‘bodiment of 'my invention. 

Fig. 5A is a'block ‘diagram of a radio/communi 
cation system forming another embodiment of 
my invention. 

Fig. 6 is a ‘block diagram ‘of a modi?cation of 
"the ‘arrangement of Fig. 5. 

Fig. '7 is a graph explaining the principle of 
‘operation of the‘apparatusof Fig; 6;-and 
Fig.8 is‘a block diagram of'a‘radio'comrnunl 

‘cations system'forming still another embodiment 
of my invention. 

Like reference ‘characters are utilized through 
out the drawings to ‘designate like parts. 

In Fig. 1,'I have represented schematically a 
radio communication system ‘forming one embod 

my invention and in which the'appara 
tus is assumed to be of the type utilizing‘a'mo'du 
'lated oscillator for transmitting a voice, ‘tele 
phone or modulated continuous-Wave code sig 
nal. However, my invention is not limited'there 
'to and the invention is explained'in connection 
with such conventional elements of modern radio 
transmitting systems merely for'the sake of illus 
tration. ' 
For transmission of the genuine signal-to a 'de 

sired or authorized listener .Iprovi'de radio trans 
mitting apparatus'including means for-transmis 
sion of the genuine signal-such means being rep 
resented by the group of- rectangles l‘l, and'ITp'roé 
vide receiving means-represented by a group of 
rectangles l2. In case a modulated radio'fre 

'75. ‘listener, the'rece'iver'la'is tuned to this same ‘fre 
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but uttering misleading 

4 
quency type of transmission is employed the gen» 
uine signal transmission means ll comprises a 
master oscillator 13, a modulator M for modulat 
ing the output wave of the oscillator 53, in accord- 
ance with the intelligence to be transmitted, and 
if desired, an ampli?er l5 for increasing the pow 
er of the modulated signal before application 
thereof to a radiator or antenna 16 represented 
for convenience as being of vthe dipole type. For 
actuating the modulator l4, suitable means H is 
provided for impressing an audio signal on the 
apparatus. This may take the form of a keyed 
audio frequency oscillator, a microphone spoken 
into 'byfthe transmitting operator or the like. 
‘The receiving means includes a conventional 

receiver l8 suitable'for reception of signals of the 
type transmitted by the apparatus I l and having 
suitable means such as antenna or loop is for 
picking ‘up the radiation from the transmitting 
means I I. It will be understood that the receiver 
18 is tuned to the principal frequency or carrier 
wave of the transmitting means H and prefer 
ably is ‘tuned sharply =0r has only sumcient band 
spread to receive the sig-nals-ef?ciently from the 
means H. 
For the purpose-of ‘making it jdif?cult for unau 

thorized listeners :to ?ndithe genuine signal :or to 
receive the signal, ‘if =perchance the unauthorized 
listener should make ..an adjustment ..of his-re 
ceiver suitable for best reception of the genuine 
signal, I .provide supplementary transmission 
bands or other means, which in the case of the 
apparatusof Fig. 1 constitutes ‘a. separate trans 
mitter 20. The transmitter 20 may be of the 
same general type as the transmitter ll. In this 
case, it is also a transmitter ofthe-type compris 
ing a master oscillator 2|, a modulator 22, an 
ampli?er 23 andsan audio input device .24. The 
audio input device .24 may be :a source of noise, 
spurious signals or other interference. For ex 
ample, it may'consistof adevice suchas a resistor 
-or a saturated-diode vacuum tube together with 
the requisite audio frequency ampli?cation rap 
paratus for reproducing thermalnoise, shot effect 
noise or the like. For-the sake of increasing the 
difdculty encountered ..by an unauthorized listen 
er, the noise source .24may be one producing an 
audio signal or sound similar to that produced by 
the genuine audio signal device [1. ‘For example, 
if the genuine audio signal source ill is a'keyed 
audio frequencyosc'illator, the source 2'4 may also 
1be a ‘keyed or ‘interrupted oscillator ‘having the 
same 'wave form .and'keying frequency, but-ar 
ranged to ‘produce "no “intelligible signal by its 
"keyed codejor to ‘produce only "spurious signals 
with faulty information. ‘Likewise, if 'the‘genuine 
audio signal source H is a-telephone-microphone 
intended ‘to be spoken iint‘o, ithe interference 
source 24 may bea phonograph "or transcription 
device "containing .a :recording {of the same voice 
speaking into the genuine audio signal-source if!‘ 

though’ plausible sound 
inginformation. . . V 

The transmitter -20 including all of its elements, 
particularly the oscillator 2 I, ampli?er 23 and the 
radiator 25, .iszarrang-ed to transmitover a broad 
range whereas the transmitter H including the 
correspondingpertinent elements, is arranged to 
transmit over a/narrowrangein order thatthe. 
desired‘listener knowing the range over which to 
listen, will be -able to .find the signal whereas “the 
undesiredtlist'ener .will .have great Jdi?iculty in 
?nding the. signal. Forexample, if the apparatus 
.II is arranged'to'transmitsignals over a very 
narrow frequency range ‘known to ‘the desired 
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quency, the desired listener~ will receive the, 
genuine signals without di?iculty whereas the 
unauthorized or undesired listener attempting to 
?nd this signal will ?nd that the genuine signal is 
so overlaid with diifuse interference from the ap 
paratus 20 that such undesired listener will be 
unable to ?nd the proper adjustment of the re 
ceiver for picking up the genuine signals. Thus, 
if the undesired listener utilizes a receiver which 
tunes very sharply it will be virtually impossible 
for him to ?nd the signal. On the other hand, if 
heuses a broad tuning receiver so much inter 
ference will be received from the apparatus 20 
that there will be no indication of the presence of 
thegenuine- signal I‘! in they reception, for any 
adjustment of the undesired listener's apparatus. 
Although a, very convenient and satisfactory 

way of masking the genuine signals is to trans 
mit and receive these signals on a narrow fre 
quency range and to overlay the genuine signal 
with an interference signal spread over a very 
wide frequency range, my invention is not limited 
to this particular form of masking the genuine 
signals. Nor is my invention limited to this 
mannerof using a narrow range transmission for 
the genuine signals and broad range transmission 
for the masking interference. For example, in 
place of broad and narrow frequency range, I may 
also make use of selective space radiation, or the 
transmission of the genuine signals over a small 
angle of azimuth or small range in space, with 
transmission of the interference or spurious 
signals over a large angle of azimuth or wide 
range in space. For example, the radiator I6, 
and to the extent necessary, the other apparatus 
constituting the transmitter l I, may be arranged 
to produce a highly directive radiation represented 
by the signal pattern 26 whereas the radiator l6, 
and to the extent necessary, the other apparatus 
forming the transmitter 20, is arranged to pro 
duce a signal either having no directive properties 
or which has a much wider angle of radiation rep 
resented by the radiation pattern 27. 
Apparatus for producing more or less directive 

radiation such as represented by the patterns 26 
and 21 is known to those skilled in the art and 
does not constitute part of my present invention 
and need not'therefore be described in detail. 
More or less directive radiation, such as repre 

sented by the patterns 21 and 26, may be obtained 
in any suitable manner according to the type of 
apparatus and wave-length employed. In the 
case of microwaves the angles of radiation may 
be controlled by the shape or size of the re?ector 
or horn employed. In the case of longer wave 
lengths suitable antenna arrays may be employed. 
For example, the broad angle pattern 2'! may be 
produced by a pair of vertical dipoles spaced one 
quarter wave-length and fed with current having 
90° di?erence in phase, as shown at page 419 of 
“Ultra High Frequency Techniques” by Brainerd, 
Koehler, Reich and Woodru?, published in 1942 
by D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc. The narrow angle 
pattern 26 may be produced by larger numbers 
of vertical dipoles ‘suitably spaced and with suit 
able phase relationships of current. For example, 
as shown at page 420 of the aforesaid “Ultra High 
Frequency Techniques,” with an array of sixteen 
dipoles, they may be spaced 5% wavelengths apart 
with 157.5° phase difference between currents in 
adjacent dipoles. An illustrative arrangement of 

' dipoles constituting antenna arrays l6 and 25 is 
shown schematically in Fig. 1A. 
In case a system Of broad and narrow angle 

radiation-is employed the pick-up means .19 of 
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the receiver l2 will of course be‘ located along the 
line of maximum radiation of the transmitter l I, 
substantially the center line of the radiation pat 
tern 26. As indicated in Fig. l, the radius (indi 
cating signal strength) of the radiation pattern. 
26 along its center of symmetry 28, is consider 
ably greater than that of the radiation pattern 
21 indicating that a receiver placed along this 
line or within a relatively narrow angle along 
either side thereof, will receive stronger signals 
from the; genuine signal transmitter ll than 
from the interference transmitter 20. However, 
anunauthorized or undesired listener who does 
not know where to place his receiver is most 
likely to be located outside the narrow angle 
represented by the radiation pattern 26. For 
example, if his receiver is along the line 29 it 
will be apparent that, since at this point the 
radiation or signal strength of the pattern 21 is 
considerably greater than that of the pattern 26, 
the interfering or spurious signals will be far 
stronger than the genuine signals and it will be 
impossible for such an undesired listener to make 
any adjustment. of his receiver which will enable , 
him to receive the genuine signal. 
Although for the sake of convenience, I have 

separately described the arrangements for mask 
ing genuine signals by broad range interference 
signals with respect to frequency range and with 
respect to space range or angle of radiation, and 
either method may be used without the other, it 
will be understood that both methods may be 
and advantageously are used simultaneously. 
Furthermore, I may also make use of a nar 

row distribution of genuine signal with respect 
to time and a broad distribution of the inter 
ference with respect to time, separately or to~ 
gether with one or both of the other means of 
masking genuine signals which have already been 
described. For example, the transmitter it may 
be provided with a pulser or gate 36 separately 
represented for convenience by the rectangle 30 
and which is arranged to give the output of the 
transmitter H a characteristic represented by 
the symbolic pulse or square wave graph 38. In 
connection with such pulsing systems which do 
not in themselves constitute my present inven 
tion, the output signal is transmitted during 
short intervals, such intervals having a dura 
tion of 10 micro‘ seconds, for example, which 
transmission intervals or pulses are repeated at 
much longer intervals. They may occur at rates 
of 2000 pulses per second, for example. In this 
case the receiving means 12 likewise includes a 
corresponding device which may effectively be 
referred to as a pulser or gate 32 which makes 
the receiver sensitive only during the transmis 
sion intervals or pulses of the transmitter H. 
The gate 32 is necessarily synchronized by suit‘ 
able means, not shown, with the pulse rate of 
the transmitter l i but such means do not con 
stitute a part of my present invention and are 
known to those skilled in the art. 
The interference transmitter 20 may, if de~ 

sired, be provided with a pulser similar to pulser 
30 but having either a different pulse rate or 
producing much longer pulses. Consequentiy, 
any receiver not knowing the pulse length and 
pulse rate on which to receive will have the re 
ception blanketed by strong interference be 
cause the receiving apparatus will be sensitive 
during such long intervals of time while the 
transmitter interference is being received, that 
the interference will be much stronger in pro 
portion than the genuine signal even though the 
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receiver should‘l'occ'a'sionally fbeli'sens'itiveP-at? ltheid 
proper - time for; receiying"lthél-receivedésignalo - Ifli 

the “receiver of vthe ~ unauth'orized¢* listenerfv-is-iselt for "continuous irecepti'dn‘; lthe?'genuine 'signat w lai 

most‘ 'certainly'sbe- blanked-loutlibyvinterferenceiii 5v 
This‘is illustrated‘ in-FiTg-as3i1» Asshow-n inilFign. 
3," the ‘genuine- signal Roceurs: in ipulse'sv 33: which. 
are of a short duration: >comparedliwithiftlreliintera 
vals-B? between pulses. - Ifr’theiinterferenoe transit-' 
mitter ‘ 20‘ operates: co - tinuouslylrori transmits I in?- 10; 1 

long pu1ses,='it- will be; seerr athat='the-/->tota:1»energy.“ 
transmitted by the interferenceli transmitter will; 
be-‘farPgreat‘er‘ than- the energy iinutheagenuin'e'. 
signal transmitted duringéithehpulses?t.~ Axicon'i 
tin-uously sensitive receiver ‘willibel- affected] by: the 15 .1 
total energy!» As shown LinHFigéB, the areaABGD'Y 
represents -'-the "energy? presenti'whenii'onlystheaim I 
terference is =bei'ng transmitted}; and?» the!“ areas‘ 

- which is i» very- much smaller, 1‘ represents I 

the energy of‘ ' the genuine signals,v If ‘the Linteni-i - 20.1 
sity- of-the- genuine; signal? AE i'is made'sslightlyi 
greater {than the- inten's tyiAB oil/the;interference-' 
signal; it Vwill 'be'obser've'd; that the. excess, energy 
during the pulse’ inter-Val /repr.esenrted'.i'by ~the 
pulse area BEFl-l-ris-iveryi- considerably}:smaller~ 25 
than the . energy-‘y represented ‘by; the" area , DCHG, 
cor-responding? to" th'e-E-energy!v of the: interference 
signal-n ~ 7 

-Thus, itiis apparentl'th‘atlII-have'described a 
secret communication system‘ with means; for ra» ~- 30. 
diating a genuine signalslvnrarrowhr'restrictedinE a 
discriminating ‘parameter; :means “for radiating; a 
masking: interference:signalimuch'rlless narrowly 
restricted by the same‘ discriminating parameter, 
and means forireceiving a signal having 1substan~ 351:, 
tially identical restrictions onvreception in the 
same discriminating parameter" as the» genuine 
signal radiating vmeans. Various parameters 
may be employed, such as frequency, space ‘an 
'gle, and time, ‘as already described, but my=inven~ 4m 
tion is not limitedto these‘parameters. 
In connection With‘Fig. i, Ivhave described .an 

arrangement for blanking genuine signals ‘trans-i1‘ 
mitted over arnarrow angle of radiation by-:--in 

tipié-dipolei~'arrays vmagi be plaeeitfrm ctnreemngsi. 
25A} [Bil-lands25B;:mal§ings$m'all angles‘?- tog-bath‘; 
other sireriresentediinlFigiizkiA, ' 

Insconnectionl-with thelmaskingziotégenuineisign 
nals' byiirinterferencei ign‘als- spread; 1oven'a;broad*--L 
range 1-‘ of ‘frequencies? ‘- have-:heretoforei implied-'11 
that such interference signalsiare‘ spread-1 through-"== 
out‘the broad-‘range ‘in: question and-'ithat the genir 
uinelsignalsiare con?ned-i to‘: a ?xed: narrowfrange': 
onf-requenciess: l-Iowevér; my invention‘iis ‘not lime‘v 
ited-tlreretau If-v- desiredaftheiiinterferenee signal-ii 
mayebe conc‘e'ntrat‘edito 1a: greater oril'ess extent-111': 
several?ditferent__partsuofl the?zbr'oad ranges and‘i 
furthermore, th ei~ genuine I signal‘: may-‘bebtrans-"w 
fer-redl-fromuoneifreqiiency to anothei?accordin i 
tolaj~predeterminedf-pattern-ioréprogrami-iin‘ orders; 
to-Yinerease-Jtheidif?culty eneountered by anirum 
authorized diste‘neri: For exampleeastillustrated? 
inlaFigsi 14; and 45, theitra'nsmitting apparatusimasci 
include a plurality.“otitransinission?b'axidslforiin“ 
terference'io'r spuriousisi'gnals:andiatransmissiom 
bandflfor: genuine vsi'gn‘alsiwitliim'eariSiJf ori'int‘e' changing the bands'ion' whichithe>genuineiandiinaa 
ter-ieren'ce» signals-?are‘:- tr'ansm-ittedlilr Althoug-blii 
separate radiators may‘ be‘:employed-iforidifrer'enti 
transmissionm'andsi imyuinventicnuislinotilimitedi 
theret‘oi ‘ and; as 11 illustrated: Lin‘; connection?» with i 
FigsI-4- and; -5,' the =transmittingapparatnsimaylbet 
provided-"withditierentltransmissiorr/channels {all-1 
of ‘which useth'eisame'iradiatori;Y- » a 
The transmitte =irepiresented sohematicallyiiim 

Fig:“4,- corrlprise's- 1a master oscillatorl‘i l-3=,'~ieailhighii 
frequency modulator >3 syra- radi'o:£requeney anemia; 
?er I55‘ ‘and? a- vsuitabléaian'tenna orlradiator‘i-l?r 
Fonth‘evpurp‘ose'i-iofflcausingitrahsmissioniionrIseyei 
era‘ "different frequencies iro'ml'th‘e radiatorll‘?glthet 
highirequency' modulator: .36? is-i'modulat'edtiati at; 
plurality-1 of 'di?érentlir e-queneies:nignerztnan'tne I‘ 
audioii frequency signalsi to- :be- transmitted?" but! 
preferably lower than the 'fr‘equencyiofahe master; 
oscillator?! 35, which‘- determines “ther~princi~pal-icaxi-'=-= 
ri'er‘ frequency ‘- or: theradiationllfromlthe aantehna'i 
I6. To this end~l>provideia pluralityio'f ‘oscillators? 

'7 I‘ have a designated @ 'supplementaryieoscn 

terference signals transmitted over-a broad an- 45llators131az3g, and 395463611 haviflga_different;freg~g 
gle of‘radiation. My invention inthis: respect, 
however, is not limited to the use .ot-radiators: 
having radiation patterns of a speci?c-‘formnllus-w 
trated at 26‘ and 2'1" in Fig. 1.7 Forexample, .in» 
place of a broad angle interference radiation hav-v 50‘; 
ing the pattern E‘iof Fig. 1, I may utilize'an inei 
terierence beam which isisplit- intostwo‘ re1a~ 
tively narrow parts 27A and Z'iK-together with a‘ 
genuine signal beam having a radiation pattern’ 
26 directed along a linewmidway between the 55‘ 
spiit‘patterns 21A andv 2l-Bzof-theinterferenca 
signal. The arrangement'o? Fig. Z-has-thead-I 
vantage that along the line 28011 which the au 
thorizedreoeiver is placed-noise or-zinterierence' 

' reception is very nearlyrnil whereas-at a few de+ 6ov 
grees either side of theline 28,- interference re 
ception becomes very strong and the genuine»: 
signal reception falls off-1 very’ rapidly; Thereis; 
of course, no need for the-interference beam on 
either side of the loops ETA-or 2'iB,'-for example, 65: 
along the line 35, if the transmitting apparatus 
H is correctly designed, ‘since thereWiI-Lbeno 
genuine signal beam at vthis-angle. Care shouid; 
of course, beta-ken in'the design-of thoappara» 
tus ll andthe radiators IE to insure the ab-- 70‘v 
sence of minor loops at other;ang1es~~than along 
the line 28 unless corresponding-masking ‘inter-= 
ference signals are-providediatisuchangles-l“ The’ 
patterns '28; v21A, and 27B may her-produced ~in'= 

quency'rfrom?' the other I‘ supplementary?oscillators“, 
Corresponding-"tow? the supplementary? oscillatorsii 
3'! , 38£¥and1¥3 9;‘ arefconventionalifaudio i frequency-T‘: 
modulators? 405' Hg‘ and 42» Audiorfrequency'sig 

na'ls' from‘ sources reprle‘s'entetlibylifecta‘ngleei 4 and1i45'?~ are- impnesse'd?on' theimodulatorsadngal hi: 
and; 421,:ieachrmodu1ator'having‘ audioisignalsvfroma 
only‘; a1 single‘; source-1iimpressedstliereons at: anyi 
given‘: instant. -The>modnlatedifrequencyzoutputsi 
resultinga'from the 1-:combinationsFof; the eunitsi?e 
and‘ .4 0;‘ the :unitsYs standard I a; > andithe units 39 iand-i 
452;.v are; impressedno? .the highc-fre'quency:modu-h 
latori 361;; soa-thatiithe‘; output of *the master roscilm' 
latorfl 3 islidoublyvimodul'atedz and: a large-number: 
o?'side-bamls istransmitted'tthroug-h theeampli?erf 
li‘ai'toathelantennai l6‘and radiated-therefrom»: ‘ 
My inventionsfis not 'limitedF'tostheuserof1 any?‘ 

speci?c lfrequencies, frequencyiratioaor frequency; 
dif?e'rence Nevertheless'y'ifor @ the tsa'k'el‘ of con-r 
ve'nienc‘e Yin: :explanation‘ I and ? bye. wayi T'of rillustraiei 
tion; ‘but not‘ by; way; of 1 limitationi various ‘arbih 
traril‘yiselected‘frequencies-have been :designated::~ 
inv various. parts: of- _- the apparatus @to‘EdiStihguishi‘ 
one apart :from lanother-and'rwill- be referred ‘to-(int 
the subsequentidiseussionz»Y For example; let" it be: 
assumed-that the: masteriloseillaton produces2 a; 
primary; ..ca'rrier a at v 30;:me'gacyclesw: ands that ithe; 
supplementary oscillatorsfiili, \38~;-~and=\39'= produce’; 
supplementary onsubsidiaryr carriers at ;-5»meg-a 

any suiteblemanll?h Fqrrexamplaithreeemulw 75 cycles, iloimegacycleswandllsemegacyclessrespec -~=' 
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'tively. Then when the audio sources 43, 44, and 
45 are not energized, so that there'is no modula 
tion in the devices 40, 4| and 42, the 5, 10 and 15 
megacycle sub-carriers are impressed on the high 
frequency modulator 36, producing three upper > 
side bands and three lower side bands at 45, 40, 
35, 25, 20 and 15 megacycles. - If it is assumed that 
the frequency components of the audio frequency 
sources do not extend beyond 5 kilocycles, the out 
ermost side bands produced by the modulator 40 
are 5,005 and 4,995 kilocycles. Similarly, the out 
ermost side bands of the modulators 4| and 42 are 
10,005 kilocycles, 9,995 kilocycles, 15,005 kilo 
cycles. and 14,995 kilocycles. If these side bands 
are impressed on the high frequency modulator, 
the radiated wave from the antenna [6 will in 
clude additional side bands as follows: There 
will be side bands at 45,005 kilocycles, 44,995 kc., 
15,005 kc., and 14,995 kilocycles, resulting from 
the modulation produced by the audio source 
connected to the modulator 42 combined with the 
subsidiary modulation of the 15-mc. supplement 
ary oscillator 39. Additional side bands resulting 
from audio sources acting through the 10 mega 
cycle supplementary oscillator 37 and the 7 
cycle supplementary oscillator 38, will produce 
additional side bands 40,005, 39,995, 35,005, 34,995, 
25,005, 24,995, 20,005 and 19,995 kilocycles. Thus 
it will appear that when only three di?erent’audio 
frequency modulators 40, 4| and 42 
sponding supplementary oscillators 31, 38 and 39 
are used, a large number of different side bands 
are produced in the radio frequency radiation.- In 
practice, I may employ many more supplementary 
oscillators and audio frequency sources placing :1. 
interference or spurious audio frequency informa 
tion on all of the audio sources except one on 
which the genuine signal is placed. In order to 
separate the genuine information from the spuri 
ous information or interference, the authorized 
listener is provided with a receiver which selects 
either the upper or lower side bands correspond 
ing to the genuine audio frequency information. 
As illustrated in Fig. 5, the receiver may be of 

the superheterodyne type although not necessar- ‘ 
ily so. If the receiver is of 
type, it may comprise a conventional local oscil 
lator 46, a mixer 41, a radio frequency ampli?er 
48, a receiving antenna or loop 49, an intermedi 
ate-frequency ampli?er 50, a second detector 5| 
and head phones, or the like, 52. Assuming that 
the genuine audio frequency information is placed 
on the audio frequency modulator 42 correspond 
ing to the supplementary oscillator 39, upper side 
bands in the radiated carrier will be produced be 
tween 45,005 and 44,995 kilocycles and lower side 
bands will likewise be produced between 15,005 
kilocycles and 14,995 kilocycles. The receiver may 
be designed to select one or the other of these 
groups of side bands. For example, if the receiver 
has an intermediate frequency ampli?er 50 de 
signed for 1500 kilocycles and if the upper side 
bands of the radiated wave are to be selected, the 
local oscillator 46 may be adjusted to oscillate at 
43,500 kilocycles. The local oscillator 46 will then 
beat with the intermediate side band at 45,000 
kilocycles (which is producediby the 15-megacycle 
supplementary oscillator 39 modulating the os 
cillator 34). since this difference between 45,000 
and 43,500 kilocycles is 1500 kilocycles,.thevbeat 
frequency will be 1500 kilocycles andthe signal 
will be picked up in the second‘detectorv 5| and 
the head phones 52, being modulatedv at anlaudio 
frequency corresponding to the original input 
audio frequency as a result of the spread of the 

the superheterodyne 

5 mega- " 

and corre- “ 

10 

~10 
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radiated carrier between 
cycles. 

If only three different supplementary oscilla 
tors 31, 38 and 39 are provided, the local oscillator 
36 is provided also with two other adjustments. 
For the speci?c frequencies assumed, these may be 
38,000 kilocycles and 33,500 kilocycles. Having 
been informed on which of the supplementary os 
cillators the genuine signal is to be'plac'ed, the 
authorized receiving operator adjusts his receiver 
accordingly and selects the genuine signals, tun 
ing out the spurious signals or interference. ' 
In order to increase the di?culties of the un 

authorized listener a greater number of supple 
mentary oscillators than illustrated may be pro 
vided, and furthermore, means are preferably 
provided for rapidly changing the genuine signal 
from one set of side bands to another. Corre 
sponding means are provided in the receiver for 
shifting the signals according to the same pro 
gram. For example, a change-over switch 53 
may be provided in the transmitter of Fig. 4 and a 
corresponding frequency changer 54 may be pro 
vided in the receiver of Fig. 5. The frequency 
changer 54 may be a conventional device such as 
a selector switch for changing inductances or 
capacitances in a tuned circuit of the oscillator 
46. The change-over switch 53 and the frequency 
changer 54 are driven by suitable devices for caus 
ing them to follow the'same program. For ex 
ample, chronometers or synchronizer drivers 55 
and 56, respectively, may be provided. The syn 
chronizer driver may be of the type used in radio 
television utilizing synchronizing pulses but my 
invention is not limited thereto. Particularly, 
when it is desired to eliminate any possibility of 
trouble from jamming of signals, it may be pref 
erable to utilize ship’s chronometers for driving 
the change-over switch 53 and the frequency 
changer 54. Since my system ‘is particularly use 
ful for the rapid secret direct voice communica 
tion between ships of a fleet, the changeover 
switch 53 and the frequency changer 54 may read 
ily be driven by chronometers on the respective 
ships. 
In connection with the apparatus of Figs. 4 

and 5, I ?nd'it advantageous not only to limit the 
genuine signal to one of the audio sources at the 
source 43 but also to provide different spurious 
signals on the other audio sources, such as the 
source 44 and‘ 45.- For example, the audio source 
43 may consist of a microphone spoken into by the 
communications officer on the transmitting ship, 
and the other audio sources, such as the sources 
44 and 45 may consist of phonographs having 
separate recordings of the same voice but different 
sentences or words, each recording stating plaus 
ible sounding information which, howevenreveals 
no useful information to an unauthorized listener. 
To increase the difficulty of an unauthorized lis 

tener in attempting to record reception on a large 
number of different frequencies corresponding'to 
different side bands, and later trying to select the 
information which is genuine, I prefer to operate 
the linkage 60 between the chronometer 55 and 
the change-over switch 53, and correspondingly, 
between the chronometer 56 and the frequency 
changer 54, in such a manner that the change 
over switch 53 and the frequency changer 54 are 
operated at a high rate of speed so as to clip o? 
the words of the intelligence transmitted on any 
given set of side bands. Consequentlyan unau 
thorized listener continuously tuning to anyone 
of the given different frequencies on which the 

45,005 and 44,995 kilo 
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"apparatus; transmits; twill =~be ; nnable <toj;.pick -_ ;_up 
any intelligible words. 
ericcordingly, the change-oyereswitch 53‘is pref 

~;erab'1y: ofxawsuitable t~ty-pe~.such::- as .1311 “electronic 
switch. or fmechanioal- switch radaptedxforr opera- - 
:tion at. a: high . rate .of speed {and producing-rela 
'-.t-i-vely-tlittle. frictional :load onther-chr'onometer 55. 
.My. invention is.-not limited ‘to'the use .of. aivspeci?c 
t-formzof-changeover switch but forthesake-of il 
ulustration. Ihave schematically- represented a‘ me 
-c-hanical formofswitchcomprising three- rotating 
members 51, 458~and 59 ,~..driven through a suitable 
.li-nkage ‘60 bytthetc'hronometer 55. The rotating 
.member- .-51 .: comprises ta conducting segment :6 l 
and la non-conducting segment? 62, the . latter 
storming a greater part of the ‘periphery of a circle. 
:mhetang'ular'. length-:of the segment 6| will, of 
..course, depend -.~.on:-th'e- number 'of audio, sources 
qprovidedrandt'herlengthof.timeeach of which is 
.tol-beiconnectedetc-each of; the modulators- 4| and 
:42. aAlthough-,.ordinar;ily.- more than-three audio 
sources will lzberemployed, .in.v the case of :three 
.audiorsourc'es; thev angular length of the segment 
~£ lwwillube slightly under ‘120°. Cooperating‘, with 
zthevrotating 'member:_<51-~§is; a: plurality .of brushes 
l63,,~54.1and\65;leach§connected toia vdi’r‘ferentone of 
:thezmodulators Mir-.41» and“. There is alsoa 
--..brush~ 156 connected. to ‘the output "of one =of the 
vaudio-rsources-,- suchrraslthe. audio source 43. The 
.conducting. segment v6 I>is;extended alongthe axis 
in such a manner-that itvmakes-continuous vcon 
,tact with the brush'BB. 1Rlotatingzmembers' 581and 
>59.lare{similarly-constructed and arranged. 

~- From the: drawing-,.- itcwill ‘be -' apparent that :as 
thelinleager?ll rotates theim‘embers 51, 581and-59, 
“the -:'?brush 66 will "be ; iconnected "successively 
‘through'thesconducting segment’ 6 I? toithe brushes 
163 ,1‘ 642 and 65; Lthusgconnectingzthe ‘output :of ‘the 
*iaudimsourcek?zsuccessively‘to the/modulators 40, 
vJI'tIJand :42. . isAtsimilarractionttakes z'place with-'re 
~spéctrtothe ontputsof'theraudio outputs“ andi‘45, 
iexcepttthat reachqaudios source .:.is: connected to." a 
different zone-20f :theamodulatorssat :any ‘given in 
?stant. acIt isfialsor apparentithat asra'rresult :of the 
rotation of the members 51, 58 and 59 the-audio 
étfrequency modulator 40:1-is connected successively 
ct(‘lithe1audio.scrurceill3;.t'll4..andv a' similar condition 
eexists with-lrespect'sto fthe: other audio . frequency 
monulators? hands"..- ~r€onsequently;tthe genuine 
Faiidio frequency1“-signals ;:applied Pto rthe'uaudio 
csuurce 113L316 vanons'tantlyl being shifted from tone 
zest 'of side‘ bands to: theiiother and.‘ each set 10f side 
.bands sis r» successively :carrying signals resulting 
ifrumnifferent audio-‘sources; f'T-he constant ‘rapid 
Tshiftingi'abont: from'oneicarrierrto'the other makes 
:itcimpossible: for‘ antunauthorized'listenerto re 
ceive. any; .-intelligible signals. ‘The program 1 ac 
icordingttovwhi'chz the. shifting-takes ‘place =may,1of 
.cmltrseibelchangedif rom1 timeftoitime by changing 
' therrate :of: speed at which the ‘change-over switch 
:-:53 :an'd:therfrequency-tchanger‘i54 are driven ‘or’ by 
{substituting :diff erent»..=change-1over 'switch' units 
swithidi?erentprograms. ?:Furthermore; 'my inven 
itioni is 'n‘ot'limited. torthesuse iof'the relatively sim 
iple rotaryzsuccessionzprogramjust=‘explained. 

“.E'It: willaialso :be: .n'otedl‘thatz if the unauthorized 
“listener; succeeds; in accomplishing 'the' =.pr0per 
‘transposition f‘ofz' bandsvso that" he obtains ‘intel 
eligiblewinfonmationyheisistill"in aistate of run 
icertainty because ' "in theTillustrative ~system de 
scribed i'forasimpli'city v‘th'ereviare three different 
“programs ‘I which can ‘give lintelligible inform-a 
irtiomwand two" of these Lgive ifalse " information. 
iwithl-va' igreaterrnumber of = .audio sources "than - 

12 
fillllStIl?tEiJZ-h?. unauthorized listener would-have 
.“evenggreater; di?iculty. ' ~ 

. Another‘arespect in = which_:the .range .of-distri 
v~bution 50f; genuine lsignal radiation may-be .made 
‘different:fromlthat-rof the masking interference 
is. the polarization of'the radiated wave. For ex 
,aample, as, illustratedin-Fig. 5A,;the transmitter 
allhand-thereceiver 18 maybe arranged totrans 
.mit andreceive waves ‘polarized in apredeter 

10 cmined fplane, whereas theinterference transmit 
-ter 20.~:-is-.-:arranged to transmit-waves vpolarized 
,inl ardifferent-manner or unpolarlzed. invorder 
“to; increase the difficulty rotreception by unau 
¢thorized<.1isteners, they-plane of :polarization 51S 

15 preferably varied either _-by‘ phYSiCa-LTOtdtiOlTiOf 
.therztransmitting» andtreceiVing antennae ~-or by 
reelectrical :rotation ofthe' plane. 

-.;.1n.-j:he>speci?c arrangement \ illustrated :in ‘Fig. 
,-5A,.-*.the;genuine~signal transmitter l I is» provided 
.~with'a radiator-61 designed to‘transmit wavesrpo 
:larized in a predetermined .planaand thereeciver 
.l8 risn provided with a- receiving antenna? T68 ':ar 
ranged to *be responsive to'wavestpolarizedin the 
.same plane» as those-transmitted by the an 

25 _tenna £1. The. antennae?'l ~and:58 are arranged 
Jobs-rotated in unison-by a- suitable 'meanssuch 
.as-esynchronizedrmotor :drives ‘ 55-v and- 56. respec 
rtiveiy, which-.zmaw be ‘SYIlChI‘Ol'liZBdiiIl zanyv'suit 
vablelmannerhas bye-means of ship’s chronometers 
at ‘:the t> transmitting and receiving stations; :r-e 
ispectively. ":Eor ‘permitting rotation of 151181-1811 
eten-nae'?‘l .-;and~‘68, suitable connections "to :the 
.etransmittere'l '1' andvreceiverl I Bare provided'which 
rarerrepresented-.f.or simplicity in thedrawing'zas 
-=-slip siting:- andllbrush.v connections ‘69 ' and ‘~18! ,“re 
lspectiyely?. (although: it ~ is : well :known to those 
{skilled in- thelartqthatv othertypesiof connections 
{to-a rotating elementareused. 
"Eor rincreasing .‘thev :confusion-sencountered ' by 

‘z'anmnauthorized: listener, "the synchronized :drlves 
:55eand-f56 ‘maywbeaarranged to - produce rotation 
iii-accordance withva;predetermined :progr amw with 
variations't'in' speed or directionpf-irotation at pre 
r-determined- intervals. Forwmasking the genuine 
.signalr radiation 'from the transmitter >ll: and 
spire-venting any unauthorized rlistener from‘ at 
.tempti-nglto.decipher; therprogramyin accordance 
r-withtwhichrthei antenna 61 is' rotated; the inter— 
.ferenceltransmitter-‘~20:rmaycbevprovi'ded‘ with. an 
antenna system .J- l which; transmits'radiation ' ex 
.-t~.tending~outside :of the plane of‘polarization-rtof 
rthelradiationl from the lantenna? ‘I. example, 
xthe‘antenna'zsystem' 'H~~may :consist of a‘tplu 
-_~rality.~.of:pairs- of antenna .elements 12 vand :13 
which/are excited;:incoondinately with respectto 
neacheother .to :produceunpolarized radiation. 
.znAlternatively :suitable phase-shifting, ampli 

~.tude-.controlling or other selective control means 
rrepres‘entedgenerally in-Fig; 5A by the. reference 

60 mumeralr‘?l :‘may; be interposed in the. connections 
mbetweenzionergof -the:transmitters "I I‘ ‘or ~20 and 
;.the correspondingradiation systemi?‘liand 1 l ‘for 
-r.causing::polarizationz or variation'iinlpolarization 
s'accorldingr to different patterns'from' the antenna 

Withgthis arrangement;.-an 
mna‘uthorizedalistenerattempting to set up are 
-.:cei-ver:anditozcoordinate> it with the * transmission 
~from‘lth'e'genuine ‘signal'transmitter II will be 
{prevented from-:?nd-ing the genuine signal and 
‘Efrem-receiving‘ it' by the interference according to 
a?di?erentpolarization pattern from the'inter 
i‘ference'itransmitter‘20. "For instance, the appa 
iratus'i'lllfm'ay‘includea 190° phase-shifter on 
eoneantennai This will produce circularpolariza 

‘7 5 ?tioniwhichicannotlbe eliminated by‘ orientation 50f 

20 
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the antenna, and if the direction of rotation of 
the. polarization is frequently reversed, a circu 
lar polarization reeciver cannot eliminate it. 
One manner of accomplishing variation of the 

polarization pattern electrically is illustrated 
more in detail in Fig. 6. In this case the trans 
mitting apparatus including the genuine signal 
transmitter II and the interference transmitter 
20 is shown as having a common radiator or an 
tenna system 15, and the receiving apparatus i2 
is shown as having a corresponding antenna sys 
tem 16. The antenna system '!5 comprises a 
polarized antenna 11 represented schematically 
as being of the dipole type. A second similar 
polarized antenna 18 is arranged at right angles 
to the ?rst antenna 11. One of the antenna is 
connected to the ampli?er l5 so as to be energized 
thereby, and for energization of the other an 
tenna 18, a second ampli?er I5’ is provided hav 
ing a phase shifter 19 interposed between it and 
the modulator M. In this manner, polarized re 
sultant radiation takes place from the antenna 
system 15, but the radiation is polarized in ac 
cordance with a di?erent pattern from plane po 
larization. For this arrangement there may be a 
common master oscillator l3. 

For making the receiving apparatus i2 re 
sponsive to the radiation from the antenna sys 
tem 15, the receiving antenna system 76 is ar 
ranged in a similar manner with a polarized an~ 
tenna 80 corresponding to the antenna 17 con 
nected through an ampli?er 8| to the receiver or 
detector [8, and a second polarized antenna 82 at 
right angles to the antenna 80 connected through 
a second ampli?er BI’ and a phase shifter 83 to 
the detector or receiver I 8. The phase shifters 
19 and 83 are so set that the polarization pattern 
of the receptivity of the receiver corresponds to 
that of the radiation of the transmitter. Thus, 
in the speci?c case illustrated, a circular or ellip 
tical pattern may be produced according to the 
degree of phase shifter employed and the rela 
tive intensities of radiation from the antennae 
‘l1 and 18. 
For masking the transmission from the an 

tenna system 15 produced by the genuine signal 
transmitter H, the interference transmitter 20 
may be arranged in a similar manner to the gen 
uine signal transmitter ll having a pair of am 
pli?ers 23 and 23' energizing the antennae T! and 
18, respectively, with a phase shifter 84 inter 
posed between the modulator 22 and the am 
pli?er 23’. The phase shifter 84 may be so ad 
justed as to produce resultant radiation polarized 
in accordance with a different pattern from the 
resultant radiation produced by the genuine sig 
nal transmitter H. 

I may also produce synchronized variation in 
the pattern of polarization of the genuine signal 
transmission and of the receiving apparatus re 
ceptivity by utilizing the phase shifters 19 and 
83, which are driven synchronously by suitable 
devices such as synchronized motor drives 55 and 
56. In this case the genuine signal transmission 
and the receptivity will be in accordance with a 
polarization pattern which is constantly varying 
from planar to various degrees of elliptical and 
circular polarization. 
As illustrated in Fig. 7, when the output from 

the ampli?ers l 5 and I5’ is in phase, the radiation 
produced thereby will ‘be polarized with respect 
to a plane 85, shown in an arbitrarily assumed 

As the phase shifters 19 and 83 are 
changed in adjustment, the [polarization pattern 
will become elliptical, as represented by the curve 
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14 
the phase shifters 19 and 
relations, the polarization 

pattern will become circular, as represented by 
the curve 81 in Fig. 7. 
The phase shifter 84 of the interference trans 

mitter 20 may be driven at random or in ac 
cordance with a different program from the syn 
chronized drives 55 and 56 by a driving mechan 
ism 88, thus super-imposing on the genuine 
signal radiation from the system 75 radiation 
which is polarized but falls outside the pattern 
of polarization of the signal transmitted by the 
transmitter I I and which likewise falls outside 
the corresponding receptivity pattern of polar 
ization of the receiving apparatus l2. 
As already explained, I may cause one of the 

characteristics of the genuine signal transmis 
sion to vary in accordance with a predetermined 
program, causing the same characteristic of the 
receiver to vary in accordance with said program 
in order that the receiver will follow the genuine 
signal transmission through any masking inter 
ference. Also, instead of varying such a charac 
teristic of the genuine signal transmission, I may 
vary a characteristic of the interference trans 
mission and cause the receiver to follow the varia 
tion in characteristic of the interference trans 
mission in accordance with the same program in 
such a manner as ltO eliminate or reject the inter 
ference transmission. An example of a system 
Where frequency is the variable characteristic 
and Where both the genuine signal transmission 
and the interference transmission have the vari 
able characteristic is represented by the em 
bodiment of Figs. 4 and 5. In this case, however, 
the variation program of the interference trans 
mission must be coordinated with that of the 
genuine signal transmission owing to the ‘fact 
that both transmissions have the same character 
istic varied, namely, frequency. Thus, the receiv~ 
ing apparatus of Fig. 5 is simultaneously made 
receptive to the genuine signal transmission and 
unreceptive or in a condition to reject the various 
interference transmissions. 
The variation ‘program of the interference 

transmission may be ‘wholly unrelated to the vari 
ation program of [the genuine signal transmission 
if different characteristics are varied in the gen 
uine signal transmission and the interference 
transmission. Various characteristics have al 
ready been mentioned, such as f-requency, space 
angle, time, and polarization, e. g. Ordinarily, 
it will not be practicable to vary the space angle 
or azimuth from which the transmission is re 
ceived by the receiver, but any characteristic of 
signal transmission or reception, which may 
readily be varied at the receiver, may be em. ployed. 

As illustrated in Fig. 8, the genuine signal 
transmitter H has one characteristic varied in 
accordance with a predetermined program, and 
the receptivity adjustment of the receiver 18 is 
varied in accordance with the same program. 
The interference transmitter 20 has another‘ 
characteristic Varied in accordance with a pro 
gram which may be coordinated with the ?rst 
program but which may also be an entirely dif 
ferent and unrelated program. For eliminating 
this interference, the receiver has an adjustment 
varied in accordance with the same program as 
the interference transmitter for causing the re 
ceiver to reject the interference. In the case of 
interference transmitted at different frequencies 
in accordance with a ?xed program, the receiving 
apparatus may have a signal rejector which is 

86 in Fig. 7; and with 
83 set for quadrature 
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15 
varied to, tune out. the interference; Although 
such a signal: rejector may take the form of an 
anti-resonant circuit or a. ?lter adjustable for 
eliminating different speci?c frequencies at each 
adjustment, this is not necessary, and the signal 
rejector‘ (for variable-frequency interference) 
may merely be the tuning portion of the receiver 
IS, the resonant frequency of which is varied to 
make the receiver responsive to some frequency 
other than the interference frequency as ex 
plained in connection with Fig. 5. 
For the sake of illustration I have represented 

in Fig. 8 and shall describe a speci?c system in 
which‘ the variable characteristic of the genuine 
signal transmission is frequency, and the variable 
characteristic of the interference transmission is 
polarization. Thus, the genuine signal trans 
mitter H is provided with a frequency changer 
53 operated in. accordance with a predetermined 

designated program A, by a suitable de 
vice such as a synchronized drive 55A. 
Simultaneously, the receiving apparatus has its 
tuning varied by a frequency changer 5d driven 
by a synchronized drive 56A which is synchro 
nized with the device 55A and thus operates in ac 
cordance with the same- predetermined pro 
gram A. 
As represented in Fig. 8, the genuine signal 

transmission and the. interference transmission 
are simultaneously radiated from an antenna 
system 15, and both transmissions are picked up 
by anantenna system 16. The requisite connec 
tions and intermediate apparatus between the 
transmitters and the transmitting antenna 15 are 
represented diagrammatically by lines 89 and 90. 
Similarly, the connections between the receiving 
antenna 16 and receiver l8 are represented dia 
grammatically by theline 9|. 7 
For varying the polarization pattern of the 

transmission from the interference transmitter 
20, suitable apparatus such as a polarization 
changer T9‘ is provided. For one form of variable 
polarization pattern, the polarization changer 19 
may take the form of the elements illustrated 
and explained in greater detail in connection 
with Fig. 6. The polarization changer 19 is 
driven by a separate synchronized drive operating 
in accordance with a predetermined program 
designated as program B. 
For eliminating the. variable polarization in 

terference transmission resulting from the inter 
ference transmitter 20, a portion of the receiving 
apparatus l2 determining the polarization recep 
tion characteristics of the receiver I8, shown as a 
rectangle‘ and designaed as a signal rejector 83, 
is made variable. It is caused to vary in accord 
ance with the same program, namely, program 
B, in accordance with which the synchronized 
drive 55B of the interference transmitter 20 is 
operated. For this purpose there is provided a 
drive 56B, operating synchronously with the drive 
5513. The speed, variations in speed and direc 
tion, and other features of the program of the 
devices 5513 and 56B,.need bear no relation what 
soever to the corresponding features of the de 
vices 55A and 56A. The genuine signal trans 
mission may also be varied in accordance with 
the interference variation program provided the 
receiving apparatus is arranged to reject inter 
ference in accordance with theinterference-vari 
ation program. 
For causing thevreceiver l8 to reject the inter 

ference from the interference transmitter 20, the 
polarization-determining portion of the appa 
ratus, in this case the signal rejector 83, is so set 
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that the recevier I8 is constantly responsivetio 
polarized input waves which are 180° out of" phase 
with those resulting from the interference trans 
mitter 2B. The receiver is therefore unrespon 
sive to the polarized waves from the interference 
transmitter 20. Thus, the polarization-deter 
mining apparatus serves as a signal rejector. 
The form taken by the apparatus designated as 
the rejector 83 will, of course, depend upon the 
type of variation in the polarization pattern em 
ployed, which must correspond to that employed 
for the interference transmission. If the type of 
variation in polarization is that discussed in con 
nection with Fig. 6, the polarization changer 83 
may take the form of a phase-shifter suitably 
associated with other apparatus as described in 
connection with Fig. 6. As previously explained, 
however, for the arrangement of Fig. 8, since the 
polarized wave is to be rejected, the'polarization 
adjusting mechanism in the apparatus of Fig. 8v 
is so set as to be 180° out of phase with the setting 
which would be employed for the system of Fig. 
6, in which the receiver I8 is intended to be re 
sponsive to the variable polarizationpattern from 
the transmitter I I. 
As many changes could be made in the above 

construction and many apparently widely differ 
ent embodiments of this invention could be made 
without departing from the scope thereof, it is 
intended that all matter contained in the above 
description or shown in the accompanying draw 
ings shall be interpreted as illustrative and not 
in a limiting sense. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of maintaining secrecy of radio 

signal transmission, which comprises transmit 
ting radio signals in pulses adapted to be received 
by a pulse receiver, and masking such signals by 
transmitting interference having a lower peak in 
tensity than the pulse signals but having an aver 
age intensity substantially as great as the peak 
intensity of the interference, said transmitted 
interference being of such strength‘relative to 
said signals as to require synchronism of receivers 
with the transmitted pulses. 

2. A secret communication system comprising 
means at a ?rst point for sending a series of 
pulses of high frequency energy from said ?rst 
point to a second point remote from said ?rst 
point, means for modulating said pulses in ac 
cordance with intelligence to be transmitted to 
said second point, means at said second point for 
receiving and demodulating said pulses to recover 
said intelligence, means for transmitting to said 
second point a signal interfering with said series‘ 
of pulses, and means independent of the received 
pulses for varying the sensitivity of said receiving 
and demodulating means synchronously with said 
pulses for discriminating against said interfering 
signal. 

3. A secret communication system comprising 
means for transmitting a series of intelligence 
modulated pulses of a predetermined radio fre 
quency to a remote point, means for transmitting 
at said radio frequency a signal interfering with 
said series of pulses at said remote point, 
means positioned ‘at said remote point for receiv 
ing and demodulating said pulses, and means for 
rendering said receiver sensitive during said 
pulses and insensitive during intervals between 
said pulses whereby said receiver may discrimi 
nate said intelligence-modulated pulses from said 
interfering signal. 

4. A secret communication system comprising 
means for transmitting intelligence-bearing radio 
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Signals to a remote point, means for interrupting 
said signals according to a predetermined time 
pattern, means for transmitting to said remote 
point further signals interfering with said in 
telligence-bearing signals, said further signals 
being of such strength as to preclude utilization 
of said intelligence-bearing signals in a receiver 
dependent upon reception of said intelligence 
bearing signals for synchronization therewith, a 
receiver at said remote point adapted to receive 
said intelligence bearing signals, and means for 
varying the sensitivity of said receiver synchro 
nously with said predetermined time-pattern for 
distinguishing sad intelligence-modulated signals 
from said further signals. 

5. A secret communication system comprising 
means at a ?rst point for transmitting to a sec 
ond point recurrent ?xed-duration impulses at a 
predetermined repetition frequency and charac 
terized by durations of a smaller order of magni 
tude than the intervals between successive im 
pulses, means for modulating said impulses in 
accordance with intelligence to be conveyed to an 
intended communicant at said second point, re 
ceiving means at said second point tuned to re 
ceive said impulses and gated at said predeter 
mined repetition frequency in synchronism with 
said transmitted impulses independently of re 
ception of said impulses, and means at said ?rst 
point for transmitting a signal interfering with 
said ?xed-duration impulses and characterized 
by longer transmission time than the duration of 
said impulses and so related to said recurrent im 
pulses in the respects of carrier frequency, radia 
tion pattern and 
of said impulses in non-synchronous impulse re 
ceivers. 

RUSSELL I-I. VARIAN. 
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